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Abstract: Many systems engineering projects begin with the involvement of stakeholders to aid in
decision-making processes. As an application of systems engineering, systems architecture involves
the documentation of stakeholder needs gathered via elicitation and the transformation of these
needs into requirements for a system. Within human–machine teaming, systems architecture allows
for the creation of a system with desired characteristics elicited from stakeholders involved with
the project or system. Though stakeholders can be excellent sources for expert opinion, vested
interests in a project may potentially bias stakeholders and impact decision-making processes. These
biases may influence the design of the system architecture, potentially resulting in a system that is
developed with unbalanced and misrepresented stakeholder preferences. This paper presents an
activity analysis of the Stakeholder Needs and Requirements Process as described in the Systems
Engineering Body of Knowledge (SEBoK) to identify potential biases associated with this elicitation
process. As part of the research presented in this paper, a workshop was conducted where currently
practicing systems architects provided feedback regarding perceptions of biases encountered during
the elicitation process. The findings of this research will aid systems architects, developers, and users
in understanding how biases may impact stakeholder elicitation within the architecting process.

Keywords: stakeholder elicitation; architecture; biases; systems

1. Introduction

As the technological capabilities of machines continue to advance, interest in human–
machine interaction and teaming has grown within the domain of systems engineering.
Human–machine teaming (HMT) allows for a bi-directional interaction between humans
and machines, shifting the human role from operator to supervisor [1]. The architecture of
these human–machine systems comprises four elements, including the human, the machine
to be manipulated, the environment, and the work task to be completed [2]. Within
adaptive HMT, an architectural framework allows for the organization of concepts and
relationships that are necessary to model, explore, and evaluate potential adaptive HMT
options [1]. Task allocation criteria for this type of architecture include human strength
and limitations, machine strengths and limitations, contextual factors that favor either
machine or human over the other, and heuristics. The following introduction sections
describe heuristics within architecture, how these heuristics are related to cognitive bias,
and how this cognitive bias may impact stakeholder decision-making. Following this
introduction, cognitive biases that may potentially impact stakeholder elicitation as a
precursor to systems architecture are discussed in relation to the elicitation process laid out
in the Systems Engineering Body of Knowledge (SEBoK) [3]. Identifying these potential
biases may allow systems architects to be more deliberate during the engineering process
to support desired system characteristics.
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1.1. Heuristics

Previous research by Kahneman [4] decomposes human thinking into two processes:
System 1 and System 2. System 1 thinking involves fast, automatic, unconscious, and
emotional responses, typically made rapidly and without effort. System 2 thinking is a
more slow and effortful process, resulting in logical responses to complex problem-solving.
Within System 1 thinking, automatic processes filter information based on relevancy and
mental shortcuts for decision-making. These mental shortcuts are known as heuristics.
Heuristics are qualitative rules of thumb often utilized within systems engineering and
systems architecture [3]. Heuristics are primarily utilized due to the accuracy-effort tradeoff,
wherein effort is saved through using a heuristic at the cost of accuracy in decision-making
or problem-solving [5,6]. The use of these heuristics leaves room for error in the form of
cognitive biases. The list of biases discussed within this paper is not exhaustive, as an
estimated 180 cognitive biases have been previously identified [7].

The biases covered within this paper are of particular importance to systems archi-
tects due to their relevance and potential impact to the stakeholder elicitation process as
described in the SEBoK [3]. For the full list of biases discussed in this paper and their
associated definitions, see Appendix A.

1.2. Stakeholders and Cognitive Bias

Various levels of stakeholders exist, dependent upon the differing roles and levels
of impact that stakeholders may possess. Primary stakeholders have been identified as
those who are essential to the survival and well-being of an organization, whereas sec-
ondary stakeholders are those that an organization interacts with but are not necessarily
essential to the organization’s survival [8,9]. In addition to various levels of stakeholders,
various relationships between stakeholders exist. These relationships feature aspects of
power, legitimacy, and urgency [10]. Types of stakeholder relationships include the follow-
ing: stakeholder dominant (organization is dependent upon stakeholder), organization
dominant (stakeholder is dependent upon organization), and mutually power-dependent
(stakeholder and organization are mutually dependent upon one another) [10]. These
relationships and levels of importance regarding stakeholders are influencing factors that
may introduce bias into processes involving stakeholder participation. Stakeholders are
inherently biased, given a vested interest in a project, and all may attempt to influence
design decisions in various ways [11]. The inclusion of stakeholders in the decision-making
processes of a project is a major source of both knowledge and complexity, as expert judg-
ment can be useful in a project but may also prove to be a source of error [12–14]. This
error may be seen in the form of bias, which in turn can impact or influence decisions
made within a project. Inappropriate and ill-informed elicitation methods can potentially
amplify biases, exacerbating their potential impact [14]. Inadequate elicitation methods
may include relying on subjective and unreliable methods for selecting experts [15], asking
poorly specified questions [16], ignoring protocols to counteract negative group interac-
tions [17], and applying subjective or biasing aggregation methods [18,19]. While many
biases are interrelated and experienced in association with one another (i.e., overconfidence
and optimism bias [20,21]), this paper examines biases independently of each other to
better understand their occurrences in the systems architecture process.

1.3. Systems Architecture

Within the domain of systems engineering, those involved in the systems architecting
process may be tasked with various activities, including developing requirements, selecting
appropriate life cycle models, and architecting a system of systems [3]. In the SEBoK, a
system architecture is described as a model representation of the fundamental organization
of a system in terms of the structural elements and their behavior interactions [3]. System
architecture is decomposed into three categories: functional architecture, logical archi-
tecture, and physical architecture [3]. Functional architecture models decompose system
capabilities into automation functions and interactions to perform the mission or business
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objective. Logical architecture models view the functionality and behavior of a future
system as it should operate during service, consisting of technical concepts and principles
that support logical system operation. Logical architecture models may comprise functional
architecture models, behavioral architecture models, and temporal architecture models.
Physical architecture models are physical elements that provide the solution for a product,
service, or enterprise. This architecture is built from systems, system elements, and all
necessary physical interfaces between elements and external elements. Systems architecture
has been utilized within HMT in various applications, such as military systems [22] and
adaptive systems for dynamic environments [1].

As systems architecture is an application of systems engineering, elicitation processes
laid out within the body of knowledge can be utilized during the beginning stages of a
systems architecture project to aid in requirements development. This elicitation process
consists of the identification and selection of stakeholders to aid in decision-making pro-
cesses, the collection and documentation of stakeholder needs, and the transformation
of these needs into verifiable system requirements. This paper examines the stakeholder
elicitation process described in the SEBoK to understand where cognitive bias may impact
stakeholder decision-making.

1.4. Research Contribution

The first research contribution of this paper involves the activity analysis of the SEBoK
stakeholder needs and requirements elicitation process. Though bias is mentioned in a
general sense in the SEBoK, specific biases that may potentially be impactful during the
elicitation of stakeholder needs and requirements as well as where in the process they
may occur are not discussed. This paper aims to fill this research gap through identifying
various biases in research shown to be associated with specific activities included in the
systems engineering stakeholder elicitation process.

Research Question 1: What biases are commonly associated with activities featured in the
Stakeholder Needs and Requirements elicitation process as laid out in the SEBoK?

The second research contribution of this paper includes feedback from systems archi-
tects in which biases personally encountered during the elicitation process were identified.
This inclusion of perspectives given by practicing systems architects can help inform read-
ers of biases encountered in the applied sense in addition to those identified in the literature
as potentially impactful.

Research Question 2: What biases are identified by practicing systems architects as being
present during the Stakeholder Needs and Requirements elicitation process?

2. Materials and Methods

To understand potential biases associated with stakeholder elicitation, an activity anal-
ysis of the Stakeholder Needs and Requirements Process as laid out in the SEBoK [3] was
conducted. Each step in the elicitation process was decomposed into the activities involved:
the selection of stakeholders, the identification of stakeholder needs and requirements, the
collection of stakeholder needs and requirements (including the activities of stakeholder
participation, stakeholder response, and group environment discussions), capturing needs
and defining requirements, and classifying the requirements. Once this was complete, a
literature review was conducted to examine what biases had previously been linked to the
activities included in each step of the elicitation process.

Systems Architecture Workshop

In order to obtain feedback from those engaged in applications of systems architecture,
a workshop was conducted and perceptions regarding biases in the systems architecture
process were collected. Participants (N = 8) were systems engineers involved in systems
architecture, predominantly working in the HMT domain. Participants were all male and
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held at least a bachelor’s degree. The Educational backgrounds of participants included
software and systems engineering, engineering management, and computer science. Years
of experience in systems architecture ranged from 2 years to 27 years.

To begin the workshop, participants were given a list of 31 biases and definitions
featured in the Appendix A to review in order to familiarize themselves with common
biases associated with the activities featured in the elicitation of stakeholder needs and
requirements in the literature. Though this process could have inherently biased partici-
pants, they were not limited to the biases featured in the Appendix A during the discussion
and were free to provide responses outside of these biases and definitions. The biases on
the list were intentionally not grouped according to the SEBoK Stakeholder Needs and
Requirements process.

Once the participants were given time to review the biases, a general group discussion
was facilitated by two authors of this paper. Each step of the elicitation process was
presented to the group and participants were given 10 min to discuss their personal
experiences amongst themselves. After this time was up, the facilitators requested each
participant to describe biases they have encountered within the specific process step being
discussed. Notes were taken of which biases were discussed and the number of biases
discussed by participants. This allowed for the research team to not only link biases with
steps of the SEBoK elicitation process but also provided context as to which biases were
more commonly discussed.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. General Stakeholder Biases

Several biases were found to be associated with stakeholders in a general sense. Four
of these general stakeholder biases are relevant to primary stakeholders, while two are
relevant to secondary stakeholders. Seven biases identified were associated with both
primary and secondary stakeholders while five biases were identified but not necessarily
specified to a level of stakeholder (see Figure 1).
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Primary stakeholder biases include optimism bias, planning fallacy, confirmation bias,
and loss aversion. Optimism bias [23] may lead to overestimating positive events within
a project and can potentially influence stakeholder perspectives. Planning fallacy [23]
may result in an unrealistic estimation of resources and benefits associated with systems
architectures resulting from the stakeholder elicitation process. Confirmation bias [23]
could potentially impact a systems architecture if those involved only consider information
that supports their own beliefs or ideas, resulting in an unbalanced representation of
stakeholder preferences. Loss aversion [23] can occur if the stakeholders involved in the
system architecture process prioritize avoiding losses rather than acquiring gains.

Secondary stakeholder biases include representativeness and groupthink. Representa-
tiveness [4,23–25] can occur when a stakeholder mistakenly attributes one characteristic of
a project to imply another. Groupthink [23,26] may lead to an unbalanced representation of
stakeholder preferences in favor of the majority.

Biases identified to be associated with both primary and secondary stakeholders
include overconfidence, status quo bias, anchoring, ostrich effect, framing effect, hindsight
bias, and strategic misrepresentation. Overconfidence [23] in the architecting process may
lead to overly optimistic assessments of a project by stakeholders. Status quo bias [23]
may be associated with aversion to change within stakeholders, as any change from the
baseline or current state of affairs is considered a loss. Status quo bias has also been
associated with human–machine systems and trust, with previous research positing the
relationship between the number of changes recommended by a system and user trust [27].
Anchoring [23,24,28] may result in stakeholders’ inability to adapt as they rely too heavily
on one piece of information in a project. Anchoring has also been associated with human
preferences in systems [27,29]. The Ostrich effect [23] may lead to stakeholders avoiding
risky or difficult situations or failed projects at the cost of learning. The framing effect [23]
is associated with using an approach or description that is too narrow and inappropriate for
the given situation or issue. Stakeholders may frame certain aspects of a project in a positive
or negative light to influence perspectives on that specific aspect. In HMT and Artificial
Intelligence (AI), humans placed in human-AI teams may have their trust and decisions
impacted by the framing effect [27,30,31]. Hindsight bias [28] may impact stakeholders
as they tend to see past events as predictable at the time they occurred. Stakeholders
may be prone to strategic misrepresentation [23,28,32] as they tend to deliberately and
systematically distort or misstate information for strategic purposes. This may be especially
relevant if differing stakeholders have conflicting objectives and motivations.

Unclassified stakeholder biases include professional bias, previous knowledge bias,
previous experience bias, fundamental attribution error, and “not invented here” syndrome.
Professional bias [33] may exist within stakeholders if their area of expertise impacts
judgments or predictions about a systems architecture. Previous knowledge bias and
previous experience bias [34] occur when stakeholders utilize information and lessons
learned from prior knowledge and experience to make decisions within the architecture
process. Fundamental attribution error [35] occurs when stakeholders attribute an error or
an accident as a human error as opposed to being the result of a situation or environment.
In decision-making, “not invented here” syndrome [36] is an attitude-based bias towards
knowledge derived from external sources outside of the perspective of the individual
making the decision.

Though not directly related to the stakeholder needs and requirements elicitation
process laid out in the SEBoK, these biases inform Research Question 1 through identifying
the general biases that may be associated with stakeholders in and of themselves. The
following section will further answer this research question through identifying biases
associated with steps in the elicitation process.

3.2. Stakeholder Needs and Requirements

In the SEBoK [3], stakeholder needs and requirements are described to represent the
views of those at the business or enterprise operations level. These requirements are of
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importance within systems engineering as they form the basis of requirements activities,
system validation, and stakeholder acceptance [3]. These requirements also serve as a
reference for integration and verification activities as well as a means of communication
between technical staff, management, finance, and stakeholders [3]. The purpose of the
Stakeholder Needs and Requirements activities, as stated in the SEBoK, are to elicit needs
related to a new or changed mission for an enterprise and to transform those needs into
requirements that can be later verified. Concepts within the elicitation process can be
viewed as individual steps within a multistep process that can be further broken down into
major activities and/or tasks to be performed during the process. Each step can be seen in
Figure 2 and described in further detail below.
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3.2.1. Identifying Stakeholders

The identification of stakeholders involves identifying and subsequently selecting
stakeholders or classes of stakeholders to generate a set of needs and requirements for a
system of interest. These stakeholders must be taken into consideration across all stages of
the appropriate life cycle model, such as engineering, development, transfer for production
or use, logistics and maintenance, operation, and disposal [3]. Examples of stakeholders
include potential users, research and development departments, suppliers, operators, and
trainers, among various others with a vested interest in the system(s).

3.2.2. Identifying Stakeholder Needs and Requirements

The identification of stakeholder needs and requirements involves the elicitation of
stakeholder needs in the form of the ConOps or Strategic Business Plan (SBP) followed by
the transformation of needs into a formal set of stakeholder requirements [3]. Identification
of needs includes the impacted stakeholders, their needs, their prioritizations, and any
changes with time over the lifecycle [37]. Requirements are captured as models or textual
requirements and documented within the Stakeholder Requirement Specification (StRS) or
the Stakeholder Requirement Document (StRD). The purpose of requirement specification
is to identify demands placed on the system based on the need under consideration,
including functional requirements (how the system should work), physical requirements
(how the system should be built), operational requirements (how the system should run),
and economic requirements (the costs of development and operation) [37]. Examples of
tools that may be utilized during the identification of needs and requirements include
diagrams, models, simulations, and trade studies.

3.2.3. Collecting Stakeholder Needs and Requirements

The collection of stakeholder needs and requirements may be approached with multi-
ple, various techniques depending on the system or project at hand. These techniques may
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include brainstorming workshops, interviews and questionnaires, documentation review,
prototyping, modeling, and use case diagrams among others listed within the SEBoK [3].
Many of these techniques involve group-based situations in which collection occurs during
an open discussion amongst stakeholders.

3.2.4. Capturing Needs and Defining Requirements

Once stakeholder needs and requirements have been identified and collected, the
needs must then be captured and the requirements defined. Needs are broken down into
six classifications: real needs (conditioned by context in which people live), perceived
needs (based on individual awareness that improvements can be made), expressed needs
(which originate from perceived needs and are prioritized), retained needs (selected from
expressed needs), specified needs (translation of stakeholder needs to represent views of
the supplier; translated into system requirements), and realized needs (the product, service,
or enterprise realized). This process involves prioritization and weighing as well as the
selection of certain needs to be transformed into requirements.

3.2.5. Classification of Stakeholder Requirements

After all stakeholder requirements have been defined, the classification of requirements
can occur to group similar concepts into a useful set of elements. Requirement classification
examples include operational, human factors, maintenance, production, validation, and
various others.

3.3. Biases in Stakeholder Elicitation

In order to identify potential biases associated with stakeholder needs and require-
ments elicitation, an activity analysis was conducted, and types of activities within the
elicitation process were examined. This section will discuss activities within each process
step identified in “Stakeholder Needs and Requirements” and potential biases associated
with these activities.

3.3.1. Identifying Stakeholders

The first activity within the stakeholder elicitation process, as laid out in the SEBOK is
the identification of stakeholders relevant to the project. Various stakeholders are relevant
to the systems architecture process, including but not limited to stakeholders as designers,
users, and industry stakeholders in the form of original equipment manufacturers (OEMs).
As these stakeholders may be affiliated with differing organizations, potential differences in
the goals and motivations of each stakeholder may exist. For example, some may prioritize
safety, some may prioritize profit maximization, and some may prioritize innovation. As
these different motivations become apparent, stakeholders may have conflicting goals
during the design and development of an architecture.

As the identification process entails choosing stakeholders to be included in the
elicitation of needs and requirements, biases may exist regarding the selection strategies
utilized to obtain these stakeholders (see Figure 3). Four stakeholder selection processes
have been previously identified in the literature: purposive selection, snowballing, open
call, and systematic selection [38]. During purposive selection, stakeholders that are
targeted are usually well-known and familiar, which may lead to an identification bias [38]
resulting in an unbalanced group of stakeholders. The snowballing process involves
choosing a stakeholder to choose another stakeholder, who then chooses another one until
the appropriate number of stakeholders have been selected. Similar to purposive selection,
snowballing may result in identification bias but may also repeat the same bias across
multiple stakeholders leading to network bias [38]. An open call approach for stakeholder
engagement involves publicly advertising a need for stakeholder participation allowing for
a wide diversity of stakeholders but risks excluding stakeholders that do not have access
to the advertisement or were not aware that the engagement was occurring, resulting in
what Haddaway and colleagues refer to as awareness bias [38]. Systematic approaches to
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stakeholder selection are more concrete in methodology and often repeatable but may result
in too large a volume of stakeholders to engage and risks the exclusion of stakeholders
with limited online presence, potentially leading to a self-promotion bias [38].
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3.3.2. Identifying Stakeholder Needs and Requirements

The next activity within the stakeholder elicitation process as laid out in the SEBoK
involves identifying needs expressed by stakeholders and creating a formal set of require-
ments from these needs. Ideally, this process would be guided by a well-defined and
documented requirements analysis process, ensuring repeatability of the requirements
identification process. Several biases may exist in the identification of the needs and re-
quirements process, including previous knowledge bias, previous experience bias, and
anchoring (see Figure 4).
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Previous knowledge bias and previous experience bias [34] can occur when systems
architects use any previous knowledge or experience gained from other architecture projects
to drive decisions made during the identification of needs and requirements. Systems
architects with prior knowledge may be at an advantage during this activity. Systems
architects may also experience a bias known as anchoring [23,24,28], where decision-
making is anchored to an initial starting point. Architects who are anchored to previous
knowledge or experience may be more likely to miss any new and relevant information or
sources that may impact the subsequent architecture of the system. This may occur due to
architects framing their decision-making in the context of previous projects.

3.3.3. Collecting Stakeholder Needs and Requirements

The next activity within the SEBoK stakeholder elicitation process is to collect stake-
holder needs and requirements. Biases relevant to the collection of stakeholder needs and
requirements can be split into three groups: biases in stakeholder responses, biases in group
environments, and biases in stakeholder participation. Biases in stakeholder responses
include those associated with the actual responses themselves as opposed to participation
behaviors or external group influences. Biases in group environments are those in which
the group-based environment of the process may influence or impact the behaviors of
group members. Biases in stakeholder participation are biases that impact the participation
behaviors of stakeholders but are not necessarily contributed to a group-based setting.
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Biases in stakeholder responses include any biases that may impact how stakeholders
represent their concerns, such as popularity bias, anchoring, availability, range-frequency,
and overconfidence (see Figure 5). Popularity bias [39] may result in stakeholders that
are viewed in a more favorable light being given higher utility values, thus having their
concerns prioritized over other less popular stakeholders. This may lead to an unbalanced
representation of stakeholder concerns, subsequently impacting the systems architecture
under construction. Anchoring [23,24,28] may result in stakeholders’ inability to be flex-
ible in their concerns. Availability [4,28,40] may lead to stakeholders only identifying
concerns that are more easily retrievable from memory. Range-frequency [40] may al-
low stakeholders to create an unbalanced estimation of probability regarding concerns.
Overconfidence [28,32,40] may result in stakeholders having an overly optimistic view
regarding concerns.
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Biases in group environments include any biases that may exist during the process
of group decision-making. In the elicitation process, stakeholder workshops and brain-
storming sessions are often utilized to generate stakeholder needs and requirements. These
workshops use a group environment to identify concerns, therefore, group decision-making
biases are particularly relevant. Biases in group environments include groupthink, so-
cial loafing, group polarization, and escalation of commitment (see Figure 6). Group-
think [17,26] may result in an unbalanced representation of stakeholder concerns as the
desire for unanimity may overcome the desire to represent individual unique concerns.
Social loafing [26] may lead to biased representations of stakeholder concerns as those
involved with the group may make less effort in communicating concerns than they would
if asked to do so on an individual basis. Group polarization [26] may lead to more extreme
representations of stakeholder concerns than if concerns were communicated on an indi-
vidual basis. Escalation of commitment [26] may result in increased investment in some
concerns over others, leading to an unbalanced representation of stakeholder concerns.
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Biases in stakeholder participation include any biases that may impact the way the
stakeholder interacts or participates with other stakeholders. These biases include aware-
ness bias, intimidation bias, faith bias, and apathy bias (see Figure 7). Awareness bias [38]
may lead to an unbalanced representation of stakeholders participating in the elicitation
process. Intimidation bias [38] may result in an inaccurate representation of concerns as
some stakeholders may be less likely to communicate concerns if they feel their views
will not be taken into consideration by the majority. Intimidation bias may be particularly
relevant in areas of the elicitation process in which stakeholders of differing authority and
power dynamics interact. Faith bias [38] may lead to an unbalanced representation of
concerns if stakeholders feel their perspectives will not be taken into account due to the
failure of others. Apathy bias [38] may lead to a lack of stakeholder involvement if the
stakeholders believe other stakeholders will perform their role for them.
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3.3.4. Capturing Needs and Defining Requirements

The next activity within the stakeholder elicitation process as laid out in the SEBoK
involves the capturing of stakeholders’ needs and using these needs to define requirements
for a system. Biases in the capturing of needs and defining of requirements include
any biases that may impact how an architect captures stakeholder needs as well as how
they then transform these needs into requirements definitions. These biases may include
previous experience bias and previous knowledge bias [34] (see Figure 8). Architects with
previous knowledge or experience regarding the documentation of needs and definition
of requirements may complete these activities through the lens of how they previously
captured and defined requirements. Architects with more experience may potentially be at
an advantage when attempting to complete this step in a timely manner, though they may
be doing so with a narrow viewpoint if only considering previous experiences.
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3.3.5. Classification of Stakeholder Requirements

The final activity within the stakeholder elicitation process as laid out in the SEBoK
involves the classification or categorization of stakeholder requirements by similarity.
Various classifications of stakeholder requirements are exemplified in the body of knowl-
edge, including service or functional requirements, operational requirements, logistical
requirements, and maintenance requirements, among a handful of other classification types.
Constraints encountered by stakeholders during the classification process may include
enterprise, business, project, design, realization, and process constraints [3]. Several biases
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associated with categorization are relevant to the classification of stakeholder requirements
as both processes include grouping items dependent upon common themes or constructs.
These biases include previous knowledge bias, previous experience bias, and anchoring
(see Figure 9).
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Previous knowledge bias and previous experience bias [34] can occur when system
architectures utilize any prior knowledge or experience to inform decisions regarding
the classification of requirements. When classifying systems architecture requirements,
anchoring [23,24,28] can occur if a requirement would be more appropriately classified in a
different category but has been categorized inappropriately due to initial judgments.

Results from this review answer Research Question 1 through identifying the various
biases that may be present when attempting to elicit stakeholder needs and requirements
as a precursor to the systems architecture process.

3.4. Systems Architecture Workshop

While biases identified through a literature review may differentiate from those ex-
perienced during the application of systems architecture, it was of importance to gain a
better understanding from the applied field. Once common biases associated with activities
within the SEBoK elicitation process were identified, a workshop was held in order to
evaluate perceptions of biases given by those with applied experience in systems architec-
ture. The following sections identify biases discussed by architects for each of the steps
within the elicitation process. For the full list of biases identified by systems architects per
elicitation step, see Figure 10.

3.4.1. Stakeholder Identification and Selection

Three biases were suggested to be associated with the stakeholder identification and
selection process by architects that had not been identified previously as an associated
bias in stakeholder selection, including status quo bias, apathy bias, and availability bias.
Although self-promotion bias, which is associated with identification and selection, was
identified in the literature, workshop participants did not mention this bias.

3.4.2. Identifying Stakeholder Needs and Requirements

Various biases were also identified by workshop participants that were not previously
linked to the identification of needs and requirements including professional bias, framing
effect, groupthink, popularity bias, and confirmation bias. It can be argued that both
previous experience bias and previous knowledge bias are a form of confirmation bias, as
these demographic aspects may influence architects to identify needs and requirements that
confirm their individual beliefs of what should be included in a system. If an individual’s
previous experiences or knowledge shape the current beliefs of that individual, which in
turn impacts decision-making, this could be interpreted as a confirmation bias. However,
it could also be argued that previous experience and knowledge may not align with an
individual’s currently held beliefs, which is the foundation of confirmation bias [41]. For
this paper, the concepts of previous experience, previous knowledge, and confirmation bias
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were examined separately. Interestingly, anchoring bias was not identified by participants
to be linked to identifying stakeholder needs and requirements.
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3.4.3. Collecting Stakeholder Needs and Requirements: Stakeholder Response Biases

Almost all biases identified by systems architects did not align with biases found to
be associated with stakeholder responses in the literature. Architects identified hindsight
bias, faith bias, framing bias, groupthink, and apathy bias to be biases encountered when
eliciting stakeholder responses in a workshop-type setting. Popularity bias was identified
both in research and by workshop participants to be impactful to stakeholder responses.

3.4.4. Collecting Stakeholder Needs and Requirements: Group Environment Biases

Two biases were identified by systems architects that were previously identified in
literature to be associated with group environments, including groupthink and social
loafing. Group polarization and escalation of commitment were not mentioned during the
workshop, though this lack of inclusion does not indicate the lack of existence of either
of these biases within group environments. Self-promotion bias, intimidation bias, and
representativeness were mentioned by workshop participants to be biases encountered in
group environments.
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3.4.5. Collecting Stakeholder Needs and Requirements: Stakeholder Participation Biases

Two biases were identified by systems architects that were previously identified in
the literature to be associated with stakeholder participation, including intimidation bias
and apathy bias. Awareness bias and faith bias were not mentioned during the workshop,
though this lack of inclusion does not indicate the lack of existence of these biases within
group environments. Workshop participants mentioned groupthink, previous knowledge,
and previous experience to be biases encountered in stakeholder participation.

3.4.6. Capturing Needs and Defining Requirements

Feedback from the systems architecture workshop suggested that status quo bias was
the most commonly encountered bias when capturing needs and defining requirements.
This suggests that architects may capture and define requirements in a fashion similar to
how it has been done previously, as to not disrupt established processes applied during this
step regardless of if it is truly the best way to capture and define requirements. Five biases
were identified by systems architects that were not previously identified in literature to be
associated with capturing needs and defining requirements, including planning fallacy,
ostrich effect, apathy bias, professional bias, and status quo bias.

3.4.7. Classification of Stakeholder Requirements

Two biases were identified by systems architects that were previously identified in
the literature to be associated with classification, including the ostrich effect and planning
fallacy. Anchoring was not mentioned during the workshop, though this lack of inclusion
does not indicate the lack of existence of this bias within classification activities.

The frequency of biases mentioned per elicitation activity was generated to gain a
more holistic view of architects’ perceptions of biases encountered (see Figure 10). Each
time a bias was identified by an architect, the occurrence of the bias was counted and the
number of times each bias was discussed was totaled per elicitation activity. Percentages
were generated to understand which biases were most commonly discussed by architects
during the workshop. Each bias could be mentioned up to eight times per elicitation step
as that was the total number of participants in the workshop. The highest number of biases
encountered fell within the stakeholder selection activity. Extra focus and attention should
be given to the identification and selection of stakeholders involved in a project in order
to lessen the potential impact of biases that may exist. This research may aid systems
architects to be aware of potential biases in stakeholder identification and selection, such as
networking bias or awareness bias, when choosing stakeholders for a project. Rather than
being mindful of bias in general, architects can identify and avoid specific biases identified
in this paper during each of the various steps associated with the elicitation of stakeholder
needs and requirements. As this step is foundational in the generation of stakeholder
needs to then transform into requirements, involving inappropriate stakeholders could
potentially create issues as previous research has found that an insufficient number of
individuals involved in design review sessions is one of the major flaws in conventional
design review approaches [11,42]. Engaging appropriate stakeholders in the early stages of
a project increases the accuracy of initial and subsequent estimates due to larger amounts
of data being available at an earlier point in time [43].

Previous experience, apathy bias, and previous knowledge were the most commonly
encountered biases identified by systems architects across the elicitation process. Architects
considered experienced and knowledgeable in the field may be incredibly useful to a
project as they bring in a wealth of knowledge and expertise, though this expertise may
allow for a narrow field of view in which the architect may be more susceptible to biased
decision-making. It is important for architects to take these biases into consideration early
as to either utilize bias to the project’s advantage or mitigate bias to lessen the impact on
the project.

Results from this workshop inform Research Question 2 through identifying biases
encountered by current systems architects as well as where in the elicitation process these
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biases may emerge. Though the biases identified in previous research did not differ when
compared to responses collected during the workshop, there was a difference observed
in where during the elicitation process architects identified biases compared to previous
research. Implications from the lack of differentiation in the biases identified by architects
compared to those found in literature are discussed in the limitations section of this paper.

3.5. Application of Results

The findings of this paper are unique in the attempt to link biases commonly found
in literature with activities featured in the SEBoK stakeholder elicitation process. Though
these biases are pre-established and often discussed in the literature, no previous research
has attempted to create a list of biases that may be encountered when involved in systems
architecting processes. Beyond linking biases with systems engineering elicitation activ-
ities, this research provides feedback from an application perspective of biases actually
encountered by those involved in the architecting process. Previous research has shown
a disconnect between academic findings and industry applications [44]. The inclusion of
perspectives given by current systems architects takes this disconnect into account through
differentiating between what biases may be encountered as found in literature and what
biases have been encountered as stated by systems architects. Implementation of results
from both the literature review and the workshop into architecting activities may aid
architects in understanding not only when biases may emerge during the elicitation of
needs and requirements, but how these biases may impact architectural decision-making.
Though these biases discussed in the workshop were collected from architects within the
HMT domain, the elicitation process steps examined are not specific to HMT and can be
generalized to systems engineers using the SEBoK as a guideline.

While the SEBoK does mention biases in some capacity, the link between cognitive
biases and stakeholder elicitation is lacking. Only four cognitive biases are mentioned
by name (i.e., confirmation bias, rankism, complacency, and optimism), and these biases
are discussed within the decision-management section of the body of knowledge with no
specific ties to stakeholder elicitation. Insights from this paper may be used during the
stakeholder needs and requirements elicitation process laid out in the SEBoK to aid in
the identification and subsequent mitigation of cognitive biases encountered by systems
architects. While this work focuses specifically on the identification of biases, this can be
considered a foundational step in the mitigation process as architects must first be aware of
an issue in order to address it. The SEBoK may benefit from the expansion of the current
stakeholder needs and requirements process to include this list of general biases that may
be potentially impactful to the architecting process.

4. Limitations and Future Work

This paper identifies potential biases that may be encountered during the stakeholder
elicitation process as defined in the SEBoK. One major limitation of the study is, ironically,
the presence of bias during the workshop. The bias list provided to the workshop partici-
pants was considered useful in order to generate a discussion surrounding cognitive bias
and provide examples of common biases, but participants may have felt constricted by
the list though discussions were not limited to the biases list featured in the Appendix A.
Biases discussed by architects in the workshop did not differentiate in terms of what was
identified in the list provided, but did differentiate when examining where in the elicitation
process these biases may emerge. Future iterations of this workshop may benefit from
providing a more exhaustive appendix of biases, though this would significantly increase
the time length and complexity of the workshop as over 180 biases have been identified in
research [7]. Future workshops may also consider not including a list of biases at all, but
may in turn risk inadvertently limiting the discussion to only the most well-known biases,
thus unintentionally creating an availability or recall bias among participants. This may
result in architects overlooking potentially impactful but less common biases.
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Though the biases discussed in this paper were considered independent from one
another, many cognitive biases are interrelated and evaluated in groups according to
likeness. Mineka and Sutton [45] identified four types of cognitive biases: attentional bias,
memory bias, judgmental bias, and associative bias. Other researchers have focused on a
more rigid categorization of cognitive biases, examining the following four groups: prior
hypotheses with a focus on limited targets, exposure to limited alternatives, insensitivity to
outcome probabilities, and illusion of manageability [46,47]. Future research may benefit
from applying categorizations to the biases identified in this paper to examine which groups
of interrelated biases are common during the systems architecture elicitation process.

It is important to note that biases are not necessarily positive or negative in nature
but rather something to take into account and either mitigate or utilize to one’s advantage.
Previous research has suggested techniques to either utilize [48,49] or mitigate [14,50,51]
potential biases involved in stakeholder elicitation, though these mitigation techniques are
outside the scope of this current research. Future work will focus on potential strategies
and approaches to mitigate biases associated with stakeholder elicitation. Simply being
aware of the possible existence of bias is not enough to overcome bias, but it is an initial step
in the right direction. Systems architects should be familiarized with possible mitigation
techniques to adequately navigate biases when they are inevitably encountered during the
elicitation process.

Though this paper is the first of its kind to include feedback from systems architects
regarding biases encountered, the sample size of participants is small. Future research
will include a larger sample size of systems architects to gain a better understanding of
biases that may potentially be impactful during the elicitation of stakeholder needs and
requirements for human–machine interactions. The results of this paper may be useful in
shaping how systems engineering processes are executed for developing HMT systems.
For instance, mission engineering, a function that systems engineers can perform, could
benefit from an improved understanding of requirements biases [52]. Developing digital
twins for systems engineering purposes is another area that may benefit from a better
understanding of requirements biases [53]. Many other applications of this paper likely
exist throughout systems engineering due to the key importance of requirements elicitation
and management [54].

5. Conclusions

Biases exist in almost any system that involves humans. Biases are often thought of
concerning the users of systems involving HMT; however, the engineers and architects
creating the system are also a significant source of bias. When designing and developing
an architecture for a system, decisions should be made intentionally and deliberately. In
the realm of systems architecture, this intentionality may include taking into consideration
cognitive biases that may potentially impact a system. Previous research has posited that
the future of human–machine collaboration will focus on systems that model, understand,
and potentially replicate cognitive biases seen in humans [27]. The results from this study
can inform systems architects of potential biases they may encounter during the stakeholder
elicitation process and when they may emerge. When examining the individual steps of the
SEBoK elicitation process, architects provided feedback detailing which biases they person-
ally encountered when completing various elicitation activities. This allows for a deeper
understanding of biases in an applied and practical sense within systems engineering, as
this feedback is from the perspective of those currently involved in systems architecture.

This research provided readers with a list of potential biases to be mindful of during
the stakeholder needs and requirements elicitation process. Biases may exist within the
architecting process that have not been identified in the literature and vice versa. This
analysis of the SEBoK stakeholder elicitation process, in conjunction with feedback from
systems architects, contributes to a growing body of research surrounding cognitive biases
in systems engineering processes.
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Appendix A

Anchoring [23,24,28]—The tendency to rely too heavily, or “anchor,” on one trait or piece
of information when making decisions, typically the first piece of information acquired of
the relevant subject.
Apathy bias [38]—Stakeholders may not respond if they feel others will perform their role
for them.
Availability bias [4,28,40]—The tendency to overestimate the likelihood of events with
greater ease of retrieval (availability) in memory.
Awareness bias [38]—Announcing an open call for stakeholder engagement may target a
biased and unbalanced group of stakeholders.
Confirmation bias [23]—The tendency to focus on information that affirms the individual’s
beliefs and assumptions.
Escalation of commitment [26]—The tendency to justify increased investment in a decision,
based on the cumulative prior investment, despite new evidence suggesting the decision
may be wrong (some may refer to this as the sunk cost fallacy).
Faith bias [38]—Stakeholders may not engage if they believe that their views will not be
heard due to failures on the part of others.
Framing effect [23]—Using an approach or description that is too narrow for the situation
or issue.
Fundamental attribution error [35]—People blame individuals rather than the situation
for negative events.
Group polarization [26]—Groups sometimes make more extreme (compound) decisions
than the initial position of its (individual) members.
Groupthink [17,26]—A mode of thinking that people engage in when they are deeply
involved in a cohesive in-group, when the members’ strivings for unanimity override their
motivation to realistically appraise alternative courses of action.
Hindsight [28]—The tendency to see past events as being predictable at the time those
events happened.
Identification bias [38]—Purposeful selection of stakeholders using personal/organizational
knowledge or unsystematic searches may result in a biased and unbalanced group
of stakeholders.
Intimidation bias [38]—Stakeholders may be less likely to respond if they feel their views
are unlikely to be heard over the views of the majority.
Loss aversion [23]—The tendency of individuals to prefer to avoid losses than acquire gains.
Network bias [38]—Asking others to suggest potential stakeholders may result in a biased
and unbalanced group of stakeholders.
“Not invented here” syndrome [36]—A general negative attitude towards knowledge
(ideas, technologies) derived from an external source.
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Optimism bias [23]—The tendency to be overly optimistic about the outcome of planned
actions, including overestimation of the frequency and size of positive events and underes-
timation of the frequency and size of negative ones.
Ostrich effect [23]—Avoiding risky or difficult situations or failed projects at the cost
of learning.
Overconfidence [23]—Making fast and intuitive decisions when slow and deliberate de-
cisions are necessary; individuals are overly optimistic in their initial assessment of a
situation and then are slow to incorporate additional information about the situation into
later assessments because of their initial overconfidence.
Planning fallacy [23]—The tendency to underestimate costs, schedule, and risk and over-
estimate benefits and opportunities.
Popularity bias [39]—Certain stakeholders (popular ones) may achieve very high utility
values while other stakeholders (less popular ones) are ignored.
Previous experience bias [34]—Prior experience can make a significant impact
in judgments.
Previous knowledge bias [34]—Prior knowledge is used to make judgments.
Professional bias [33]—Practitioners’ experience or expertise may impact
judgments/predictions.
Range-frequency bias [40]—The tendency to assign less probability to the categories
judged most likely and more probability to other categories.
Representativeness [4,23–25]—The tendency to irrationally attribute one characteristic to
imply another.
Self-promotion bias [38]—Systematically searching for potential stakeholders may select
only those with an online presence, producing a biased or unbalanced group
of stakeholders.
Social loafing [26]—Group situations may reduce the motivation, level of effort, and skills
employed in problem-solving compared with those that an individual would deploy when
working alone.
Status quo [23]—The human preference for the current state of affairs; any change from
the baseline is considered a loss.
Strategic misrepresentation [23,28,32]—The planned, systematic distortion or misstate-
ment of facts for strategic purposes.
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